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Abstract: The PTSD diagnosis was in 1980 largely facilitated by consequences of the Vietnam
War. Since then, there have been hundreds of other war-related conflicts in the world. My
presentation will distinguish between war-related trauma effects on military personnel (where
most research has been done) and on civilians, distinguishing effects on children/adolescents,
adults and older people. I will answer the question, how do war-related trauma sequelae differ
from other man-made or accidental traumas? Further, I will address the issue of whether “moral
injury” research in military personnel after wartime operations is also relevant to similar
phenomena in civilian populations traumatised by war? Which of the brain-related research
approaches (localisation, network connectivity, altered RDoC functions) are particularly rele-
vant in this context? Finally, emerging research priorities related to the current war of invasion
against Ukraine will be addressed.
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Abstract: Gambling disorder was reclassified as a first behavioral addiction in the DSM-5 in
2013. In 2018, gaming disorder was included in the ICD-11. In this presentation, research
findings regarding the psychological and neurobiological mechanisms in gambling disorder and
other behavioral addictions are highlighted. Specifically, neural and behavioral responses
regarding reward expectation, reward outcomes, and the role of specific mechanisms in gam-
bling like near wins, and in gaming, like lootboxes are highlighted. Besides the recognition of
gambling disorder, the broader perspective of gambling harms is highlighted and related to
psychosocial, financial, and health consequences. The perspective of interaction between human
design factors (e.g. psychological and neurobiological mechanisms, such as decision making,
reward processing) and gambling design factors (e.g. near wins, multiline betting) is reviewed.
Evidence with regard to psychological and pharmacological interventions are discussed and
future directions for research perspectives are discussed.
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